APRIL 28
NATIONAL DAY OF MOURNING
For workers who have been killed, suffer work-related injury or disease.

CRYING MOON
ARTIST: Burton Amos, Haida/Tsimshian Nations

The centre face image represents a clan mother weeping at the loss of a loved one.
The hands around the face are reaching out to others for support in a time of need.
The face images around the outside are parents facing each other... weeping, sad at their loss.
The Crosshatch design in the faces represents guarding and the need to insist loved ones are kept safe.
The eye in the middle of the face image represents wisdom and the need to learn from senseless tragedy.
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The Moon in aboriginal culture often represents transition between living and death. The moon also represents the night, when people go to sleep, and often remember those not with us in this life any longer.